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Richmond Surgery Newsletter
Flu Season - Clinic Information

Wellbeing Pharmacy
Richmond Surgery
Richmond Close
Fleet Hants GU52 7US
Mon-Sat 0700-2230
Sun 1000-1700
Tel: 01252 447001

Clinics will start at the beginning of October
and will once again host TWO Saturday clinics:
4th and 18th October 2014

Rowlands Pharmacy
5 Linkway Parade
Courtmoor Fleet
Hants GU52 7UL
Mon-Thurs 0830-1800
Fri 0830-1830
Sat 0900-1300
Tel: 01252 615582

ALL VACCINATIONS ARE BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
We will again endeavour to contact patients who are eligible for the
free flu vaccine by various methods including; text message, landline
voice message and email, where we have this patient information.

Boots The Chemist
225 Fleet Road
Fleet Hants GU51 3BN
Tel: 01252 613698
Mon/Tues: 0830-1830
Weds: 0900-1830
Thurs/Fri: 0830-1830
Sat: 0830-1730
Sun: 1000-1600

The excellent positive feedback we have received over past years has
confirmed these are methods we should continue to use. We will not
however be contacting our elderly patients by way of the landline voice
message following patient feedback that the automated voice does
cause concern to some of these patients. Therefore, if you are a carer
for an eligible elderly patient, contact the surgery to arrange their
appointment.

Church Crookham Pharmacy
157 Aldershot Road
Church Crookham
Hants GU52 8JS
Mon-Fri 09001800
Sat 0900-1200
Tel: 01252 621098

If you are not eligible for the free flu vaccine, a small charge of £5 will
apply but this will be subject to supply and demand.
Eligible Categories for a Free Flu Vaccine
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▪ Ages 2 , 3 and 4 year old – new nasal vaccine
▪ Pregnant
▪ A registered carer with the practice
▪ Aged 65 years plus
▪ 6 months and over
▪ WITH one of the following conditions:
▫ Chest problems ▫ Chronic heart disease
▫ Diabetes ▫ Chronic kidney disease
▫ Chronic liver disease ▫ Chronic neurological disease
National Shingles Immunisation Programme
We are also providing the shingles vaccination for eligible patients. If you fit the
eligibility criteria below you have until 31 August 2015 to receive your shingles
vaccination as part of the national programme. You are eligible if you were
born on or between:
2 Sept 1943 - 1 Sept 1944
2 Sept 1935 - 1 Sept 1936
2 Sept 1934 - 1 Sept 1935
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What is Richmond Surgery doing to increase your access to care?
We would like to remind all our patients of your choices for access to care.
The Surgery continues to introduce and adjust systems
to increase and provide you with more choices.

Telephone Consultations/Triage
This is currently being promoted nationally in
various news articles and programmes. The
practice
has
been
offering
telephone
consultations for some time now and many
patients have provided feedback as to how
successful these are.
A recent internal survey has revealed that many
face to face consultations could have been
resolved with a telephone consultation. Several
other surgeries in our locality have also started to
offer this service, again with success.

The Minor Illness Clinic
This Clinic has been available at Richmond
Surgery for many years, but has only recently
started being used by patients.
To increase patient awareness of this Clinic it is
promoted not only within our Newsletters, but
via our Digital Information Screen and is also
mentioned in our new telephone system hold
message. Our Senior Nurse Lynn Brock has
undertaken specialist training to run this clinic
and has in excess of 30 years nursing
experience.
The Clinic is available every weekday morning
except a Wednesday. Appointments are often
more readily available than with a GP and are for
minor ailments such as:

We strongly recommend that patients accept the
telephone consultation as this is a form of triage
and, if the GP wishes to see you, he/she will
arrange a suitable time to do so.
You may either ask for a telephone consultation
or will be offered one if all book on the day
appointments have been taken and you require
medical advice that day.
We have been
promoting awareness of this service by way of
our Newsletters, our Digital Information Screen
and also as part of our new telephone message
service.

 Diarrhoea, vomiting, stomach upsets
 Infections  Minor Sprains
A recent internal survey has demonstrated that
many appointments booked with a GP could
have been dealt with at the Minor Illness Clinic.
This Clinic is not however for general nursing.
Please help us to help you and reserve GP face
to face appointments for non-minor illnesses.
The Minor Illness clinic IS NOT FOR routine
nursing services such as ECGs, Blood Pressure,
Ear Syringing, Women’s Health etc. If your
booking is not appropriate for the MIC, then you
will unfortunately be asked to re-book.
Routine nursing services should be booked via
reception as time required varies for from 10
minutes to 40 minutes.

 Coughs and colds  Sore throats and tonsillitis
 Conjunctivitis, earache
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Emergency Patient Clinic
We are pleased to confirm that the NEHFCCG
have approved our proposals for an Emergency
Patient Clinic.
We are working towards a
commencement date for this Clinic from early
October.
The aim of this Clinic is to provide our patients
with a further method for access to care. This
Clinic is an ‘on the day Clinic’. It is not bookable
in advance, and is for patients who believe they
urgently require medical assistance, but it is not
a 999 emergency.
The Clinic will be available, at present, 4 mornings
per week with a varying start time of 0810-0820
and will operate for 1 hour initially.
Patients will be either treated at the EPC
(Emergency Patient Clinic) or triaged on by our
experienced Senior Nurse. If she believes your
issue urgently requires a GP, she will discuss this
with an available GP and at their decision, you
may be triaged on to an available appointment
later that morning.

For any patients requesting an appointment at the
EPC, please note that you will be asked by our
reception team for details of your emergency to
ensure that this new Clinic is used appropriately
and not for issues that can either be dealt with in
our Minor Illness Clinic or at a later date.
Our reception team will not be intrusive, they will
be aware what is appropriate for the Emergency
Patient Clinic. If you prefer, you can request this
discussion in our new private patient room.
During the early months, we will monitor progress
of this Clinic and no doubt we will be adjusting
areas where deemed necessary to ensure its
success. We trust our patients will work with us
and ensure the success of this new Clinic.
We are expected to provide feedback and data to
the NEHFCCG and are, of course, keen to ensure
its continuing success and ongoing funding.
Thank you.
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley & Sharma

Surgery Security
The installation of CCTV cameras took place on Wednesday 16th July 2014.
Many surgeries have, or are installing, CCTV cameras as a measure of security for both patients, staff
and of course the premises.
With the successful opening of Wellbeing Pharmacy at the surgery and following the withdrawal of
CCG funding for reception staff cover during the evening extended hours commuter clinics, the
decision was made to proceed with the installation of CCTV cameras.
We trust patients will not find these intrusive, but feel reassured that they are there for everyone’s
security and to act as a deterrent to potential premises damage.
Thank you.
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley & Sharma
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Meet our team
Reception Manager - Jan Fulcher

test results, clinical stationary, online systems daily
maintenance and new registrations, maintenance
Jan oversees a team of 12 part time receptionists of patient records, queries from patients,
who cover a rota of 3 shifts per day.
pharmacies, nursing and care homes, funeral
directors etc. They are
also involved in the
She is your first point of contact for all issues research of information and data for the GPs
relating to reception, appointments, prescriptions together with advising and supporting patients on
and works closely with our Practice Manager.
how to access information to other relevant care
services.
Within these shifts, our reception team not only do
the most obvious duty of front of house and Most of our patients will, at some time, have met
booking appointments, but a range of other duties our receptionists, but perhaps many do not realise
many of which require additional and ongoing that there is far more involved in their role and
training. These duties range from new patient that they deal with a variety of other duties than
registrations, prescriptions, pathology and other just reception time.
Travel Vaccinations
If you require travel vaccinations, please complete a
travel form, available from reception. The clinical
nursing team will then underwrite the form and a
member of staff will contact you to advise of the
anticipated cost, and if appropriate, discuss the
vaccines.
All travel vaccine payments MUST BE PAID via
reception before your vaccine appointment. Your
appointment will be marked as ‘paid’ by our reception
team, which notifies our clinical teams that they may
proceed with vaccination/s.
Payment can be made in cash or cheque in favour of
Richmond Surgery or NEW by debit card payment via
the onsite Wellbeing Pharmacy.

Travel Vaccinations - Price List
Tetanus, Diphtheria & Polio No Charge
Typhoid No Charge
Hepatitis A No Charge
Yellow Fever £55
Meningitis A, C, W & Y £45
Hepatitis B £35 per injection (course of 3)
Hepatitis A&B (Twinrix) No Charge
Rabies £55 per injection (3 injections)
MALARIAL PROPHYLAXIS
Chloroquine & Proguanil Buy from chemist
(approx £15-£20 for 2wk travel pack)
Malarone £15 for private script + cost of tablets
Doxycycline £15 for private script + cost of tablets
Mefloquine £15 for private script + cost of tablets
Insect bite avoidance

Online Appointment Reminders
For all patients with an email address registered with the practice, when an appointment is booked via
our online systems you will now receive an email reminder prior to your appointment which includes
confirmation of:
Date Time Duration Clinician/Clinic
And a request to please call
01252 811466
if you are unable to attend
These email reminders are in addition to the Text Message Reminders
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News Release
Friday, August 15, 2014

One year cancer survival rate best in the country
for North East Hampshire and Farnham
A report detailing one year cancer survival rates has named North East Hampshire and
Farnham as the best-performing local healthcare area in England. This was
announced today (Friday, August 15) by Macmillan Cancer Support who analysed
national patient outcomes.
In North East Hampshire and Farnham, 24% of people diagnosed with cancer die
within a year which is much better than the lowest performing areas where almost four
in 10 (38%) cancer patients die within just 12 months of diagnosis.
Dr Andy Whitfield, NHS North East Hampshire and Farnham Clinical Commissioning
Group Chair and Clinical Lead, said: “While we are pleased with our one year cancer
survival rate, we recognise that more work needs to be done.
“According to the GP Practice Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) cancer
register in 2013 there were 3987 people diagnosed with cancer in our local area*. This
means that 1.8% of our population have a cancer diagnosis.
“Here in North East Hampshire and Farnham screening uptake is above national target
for bowel (60%) and breast cancer (70%), which helps to stop cancer at an early stage.
“Our patients receive good quality care from their GPs, who work closely with our
hospitals to ensure that they are referred quickly and treatment starts as soon as
possible.”
Other contributing factors to survival rates include:
during the 2013/2014 financial year 95 per cent of local patients referred as a ‘twoweek rule’ were seen within 14 days of the referral being received by the hospital
(national standard is 93 per cent);
successful stop smoking campaigns have resulted in Hart having one of the lowest
rates of smoking in Hampshire. Hart has a low incidence of lung cancer; and
excellent cancer services at local hospitals demonstrated by positive feedback in
patient experience surveys.
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INR Clinics at the Surgery
We have had our own INR
machine since April 2014
enabling us to check your INR
levels in-house and inform you
of the results immediately.

confirm when you are next due
to visit the clinic, all within the
same appointment - no need to
wait for the results to be posted
to you.

The test is a simple finger
prick test. No bloods need
to be taken.

The clinics are held on
Tuesdays 8.00am to 12.30pm
and
Thursdays 10.20am to
11.2 0a m. If th e clini c
appointments are full, we will

This ensures we can adjust
your dosage (if needed) and

try to accommodate you on
another day.
If you would like to change
your current INR appointments
to attendance at this clinic,
please contact the surgery
when
your
next
INR
appointment is due. and this
will be arranged.

Chaperone Availability
We know there are times when a patient
would appreciate support when seeing
their GP. This is particularly prevalent with
female patients who may wish to see a
female GP, but this is not always possible.
We are therefore very pleased to advise
that 2 members of our reception team
have recently undertaken and successfully
completed their Professional Chaperone
Training:
Patient Feedback:
Sir - I have recently read your latest
newsletter and notice that you have
set up a Chaperone service that
appears to be exclusively for women
who are seeing a male doctor and
note that two members of staff (both
female) are now trained for this
role.
Please could you advise
whether this chaperone service will
be extended to include male patients
seeing a female doctor. The current
set up provided by the surgery
appears to be discriminatory against
male patients.

Jan Fulcher - Reception Manager
Claire Collins - Receptionist
If you believe you would benefit from this
service, please ask at the time of making
your appointment so that arrangements
can be made.
As all our receptionist team work different
shifts, it may not be possible to request a
specific Chaperone.

Surgery Response:
Regretfully, as with
many GP practices, staff are women. We are an
equal opportunities employer and irrespective
of Employment Law Regulations we do not
discourage male applicants when recruiting, but
it has been historical that predominantly
women apply
for available admin
positions.
Therefore, unfortunately, our 2
chaperones are indeed women as we have no
male admin staff at present.
However, we do have a system in place that
should either male or female patients prefer to
see a male or female GP, a request can be
made via reception and we do endeavour to
accommodate this. We have offered this for
some time, but again it has been predominantly
women requesting a female GP.
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Brendoncare Clubs
We are a charity for older people and have
70 friendship clubs in Hampshire,
Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole.
We currently have four clubs in Fleet our
most recent being a ‘Club in a Pub’, which is
held weekly in The Old Emporium Pub, and
is similar to a coffee morning but with a
volunteer led activity.
Club Hampshire was the first of the
Brendoncare Clubs branches to be
developed and now has over 1,200
members and a team of some 300
volunteers. There are currently around 45
clubs throughout the county, each with its
own special personality and group of
members.
The ethos and ambitions of Brendoncare
Clubs:
As we get older, relationships with long
standing friends and family can fade. Older
people can feel lonely, isolated and
excluded from their community. The
population is ageing and therefore there is
an increasing need for services that support
socially isolated older people to remain in
the community and retain their
independence for as long as possible.
Brendoncare Clubs is a community service
dedicated to enriching the quality of life of
older people. These friendly and usually

relatively small clubs enable us to respond
to local needs and provide a relaxed place
for older people to meet regularly, enjoy
spending time together and take part in a
wide range of activities.
The clubs teach members new skills, and
are a vital source of information on social
services, security, welfare and elderly
abuse, exercise and healthy eating.
We believe that older people live happier
and more fulfilled lives if they are able to
enjoy the companionship of like-minded
people, stay physically and mentally active,
and mix with friends.
The Brendoncare Clubs division counteracts
social isolation and helps older people
remain in the community and be
independent for as long as possible.
When we meet
Every Wednesday, 2pm-4pm

Get in touch
c/o Ms C Walker
01962 857099
Club Hampshire (registered charity number 1091384;
registered company number 04360281), a subsidiary of
The Bredoncare Foundation.
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In August 2014 we had a total of

103

appointments wasted because the patient simply did not turn up.
That’s an average of 5 wasted appointments per working day in August.
MANY ARE 20 - 30 MIN APPOINTMENTS WITH OUR NURSING TEAMS.
Could you have used that appointment?
As a Surgery we find it very frustrating & wasteful when a patient simply does not turn
up and then another patient complains they could not get an appointment. We are
stretched to the maximum with appointments and have introduced, and continue to
trial, new methods for increased access to care.
As a patient, please help your surgery AND your access to care by
CANCELLING appointments if you no longer need it or cannot keep it
Someone else will ALWAYS need it.
Thank you. Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley & Sharma

Private minor surgery
Many minor procedures have lost NHS
funding as they are deemed a low priority.
However, we appreciate the importance of
both the medical and physical benefit
gained by these operations so we are now
offering a private clinic “Fleet Minor
Surgery” here at Richmond Surgery.

Please speak to a Receptionist if you would
like to make an appointment with Dr Hatley
for this service or if you would like a
telephone consultation with him first.
A list of clinic charges is also available at
Reception.

Out of hours help
Patients in this area of Hampshire are
able to call just one number - 111, for
medical advice when the
surgery is
closed.
The number has replaced the old Out of
Hours number and the staff on 111 are
able to refer you on to the Out of Hours
team if they decide that is required.

your call from a number with a prefix
different from “01252”, you will not be
connected. You should hang up and
redial:
01962 718961

Remember:
999 is reserved for Serious
Life-threatening Emergencies

If you are registered with us but make
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Patient Participation Group
What is an average GP Week?
Not surprisingly, there is no average. Richmond
Surgery’s GPs work a similar pattern and
perform similar duties, but each week is
different with each GP specialising in different
areas. A full time GP performs 8 x sessions per
week. This is often one in the morning, and one
in the afternoon.
In addition to this, your GP has administration
time which is outside of these 8 sessions. This
is usually carried out on the day your GP is “not
available at surgery”.
A session varies slightly dependent on the
surgery, but at Richmond Surgery a session is
currently 15 face to face consultations. In
addition to this, your GP also carries out the
follows:
 Doc-Away






Duties – these are duties
performed to cover an absent GP
Telephone consultations, both book ahead
and emergency on the day – these can
amount to anything from 10 to 40 per day.
Currently, there is no limit.
Home visits and Residential/Nursing home
ward rounds
Ante-natal clinics and baby checks
Patient medicals






NHS Health checks for a variety of reason
Contraceptive Clinics
Minor operations
Morning and/or evening commuter clinics

Once this is done, your GP will then dictate
referrals, letters to consultants, complete
medical report forms, check pathology and any
other test results, read letters from consultants,
looking at A&E discharge notices, review Out of
Hours reports.
There is now so much
paperwork that a GP can rarely achieve all this
during his/her administration day and therefore
many GPs can be found working evenings
remotely and also weekends.
In addition to all the above, GPs must attend
Prescribing Forum meetings, NEHFCCG GP
Forums, Locality Meetings and training
seminars.
Until I became involved with Richmond
Surgery’s Patient Participation Group, like many
patients, I was not fully aware of what our GPs
do in an average week. Quite amazing.
Barry Goring | PPG Deputy Chairman
You can see a bit more about us on the
Richmond Surgery website
http://www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com/patient-

Donald Hepburn | PPG Chairman
Email: donaldr.hepburn@gmail.com
We are very pleased to welcome two new members to our Patient Participation Group - Sandy
Redman and Pat Thorn.
We are again assisting the practice at the 2 x Saturday flu clinics in October and look forward to
meeting our patients. Please feel free to approach us should you have any suggestions or
feedback.
If you would like to make suggestions or discuss any relevant PPG areas, please email me or post to
our PPG Suggestion Box in the waiting area. Do please add your name and contact details so we can
feedback to you. Please note, the PPG remit is NOT to deal with patient complaints. These should
be put in writing directly to the Surgery.
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Colds, coughs, sore The campaign message of ‘keep calm and look
throats,
head-aches, after yourself’ runs across themes including:
hangovers,
upset
stomachs,
winter
 Keep calm and ask a pharmacist
vomiting and aches and
 Keep calm and call 111
pains should all be
 Keep calm and antibiotics are not always
treated at home or with
the answer
the advice of your local pharmacist, with pain
killers, rest and plenty of fluids.
For more information please visit
www.keepcalmthiswinter.org.uk
By doing this not only are you helping to reduce
the spread of winter viruses to other vulnerable
patients in NHS waiting rooms – you are also
keeping appointments available for people who
have serious health conditions that must see a
doctor or nurse.”

Keeping you in touch
We have over 6500 (and rising)
patient email addresses and 7500
mobile telephone numbers as a result
of our Vision Online System and Text
Reminder system.

We believe emails are an excellent way of
keeping our patients well informed of any new
systems, clinics or services that we are planning
and text messages are ideal for fast notifications.

If you would like to be kept up to date, please
These totals include shared addresses/numbers ensure you notify us of ay changes to your email
so we are actually reaching a greater number of address or mobile telephone number so that
patients.
your records are up to date.

Contacting us
We have TWO email addresses for you to contact the surgery:
Repeat Prescriptions
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery-scripts@nhs.net
General patient enquiries, notifications of name or address changes etc.
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery@nhs.net
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Complementary Therapies
Kipp Clark
Advanced Massage Therapist
Kipp incorporates a wide variety of
therapies and specialises in the
treatment of chronic pain. He also
offers
 Sports Injury Treatment
 Thai & Eastern massage techniques
 Reflexology

Fleet Acupuncture &
Wellness
Judy Shipway
Acupuncturist
Experience an effective natural and
safe way to restore and sustain
good health and wellbeing.

Please contact Kipp on
07769 666448
Or by email
kclark@altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk
www.altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk

Contact Judy on
07985765612 or see website
www.fleetacupuncture.co.uk

Whitewater Clinic
Chartered Physiotherapists
Please contact Claire Weeks on

The Odiham Clinic
Offers a range of treatments:
 Osteopathy - Christina Hood
 Hypnotherapy - Garry Coles
 Counselling - Aileen George
Please see their leaflets and business cards
in our waiting area.

Tel: 07890 388937
Details in our waiting area
www.whitewaterclinic.co.uk

Contact The Odiham Clinic on
01252 459040
To arrange treatment
www.theodihamclinic.co.uk

Dr Ed Hatley—Fleet Minor Surgery
Minor surgery is available at the surgery on a private basis where the surgery is
performed by Dr Ed Hatley. The following procedures are available:
 Cryotherapy
 Skin tag removal
 Ingrowing toenail
 Histopathology

 Cauterisation
 Wart and mole removal
 Steroid joint injection

A price list is available at Reception.
To book a consultation
please call 01252 811466
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Non NHS Service Fees - revised May 2014
PLEASE NOTE - WE REQUIRE PRE-PAYMENT
FOR ANY PRIVATE WORK UNDERTAKEN BY THE DOCTORS
PLEASE ALLOW AT LEAST 2 WEEKS FOR THESE FORMS TO BE COMPLETED
Patient pays for:
Completion of Health Claim Form
£ 35.00
Holiday Cancellation Form
£ 45.00
Medical Certificate for University
£ 30.00
Camp America Health Declaration
£ 50.00
Passport Form
£ 45.00
OFSTED health declaration (child minding)
£ 87.50
Shotgun license form declaration
£ 50.00
To Whom It May Concern letters
£ 35.00
Letter to local authority re housing benefit
£ 35.00
Private ‘freedom from infection’ for school
£ 35.00
Travel or employment
£ 35.00
Health club
‘fitness to exercise’ certificate
£ 30.00
Private Prescription
£ 15.00
Private G.P. consultation
£100.00
Private sick certificate
£ 25.50
Private ante-natal & 6 week check £100.00
Private consultation with Nurse
£ 25.50
Blood grouping
£ 45.00
Diagnostic blood test
£ 20.50
Private ECG
£ 56.00
HIV testing
(incl counselling & blood test)
£ 76.50
HIV report only
£ 76.00
Form/letter for reduction of Council Tax
£ 35.00
Sharps Form
NO CHARGE

Army Family moving abroad medical
(paid by the family)
adult £ 85.00 children £ 45.00
Seafarer Medical exam
£110.00
Adoption/Fostering Medicals
SET FEE BY AUTHORITY

MEDICALS:

Disability Allowance Form
£
Completing DS1500
£
DVLA medicals
£
DVLA questionnaires
£
CICA medical report (criminal injuries)
£

Medicals for HGV/Taxi driver (PCV) £110.00
Tick box questionnaire medical form £ 85.00
Medicals for the Army (Army pays)
SET FEE BY THE ARMY

LEGAL ADMINISTRATION:
Power of Attorney
(including home visit & assessment) £150.00
Written Report
£150.00
Lasting Power of Attorney G.P. Signature
£ 75.00
Medical Report for Court
£150.00-£180.00
Photocopy of medical records
£ 50.00
Photocopy of reports
from £ 10.00
Summary of computer printout
£ 10.00
INSURANCE FORMS PAID BY COMPANY:
G.P. Reports (after 6 months)
Report within 6 months
Report within 3 months
Report within 6 weeks
Report within 2 weeks
Supplementary Report
Targeted Report

£104.00
£160.00
£180.00
£250.00
£350.00
£ 40.00
£100.00

GOVERNMENT FORMS (paid by depts)
33.50
17.00
88.00
42.00
30.00

Pre-payment is required.
Payment by cheque is preferred and will be held until the work is completed.
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